Reply to the Preceding Letter
The Pressure Gradient for Venous Return, or the Pressure Gradient Caused by Venous Return?
In his letter to the Editor, Dr. Rothe has raised a fundamental question which, for the sake of brevity, I had not addressed adequately in my recent special article (Levy, 1979) . I welcome the opportunity to elaborate on the cause-and-effect relationships between flow and pressure gradient as they pertain to the cardiovascular system.
The hydraulic equivalent of Ohm's law is R = AP/Q, where R is the hydraulic resistance, AP is the pressure drop, and Q is the flow. For the hydraulic system shown in Figure 1 , P; and P o are the pressures at the inflow and outflow ports, respectively, and P x is the pressure at any point, x, between the two ends of the system. Under conditions of steady flow, the flows past each cross-section are identical; i.e., Qi = Q x = Q o . Steady flow conditions will be assumed in the ensuing discussion, and so the subscript for Q will usually be omitted. Figure 1 is meant to represent any hydraulic system, including the circulatory system. If a pump, such as the heart, generates a flow, Q, through the system, Ohm's law defines the relationships between AP, R, and Qj for the system as a whole, AP = Pi -Po.
For the sake of convenience, we might prefer to think of the pump as a "flow-generator." Then, for a given value of R, the flow, Q, generated by the pump, will cause a specific pressure drop, P; -P o , as defined by Ohm's law. Conversely, it might suit our purposes to consider the pump to be a "pressure generator." In that case, we would assert that the pump produces a certain pressure drop, Pi -P o . For a given value of R, that pressure drop would cause a certain rate of flow. The assignment of dependent and independent variables would be entirely arbitrary, and the selection would be made to suit the requirements of the problem at hand.
The same flexibility does not apply to the relationship between AP and Q for a component part of the system, even though Ohm's law applies as much
